Inspired by the Harlem Renaissance during Prohibition, we blend and bottle our own whiskey. Using old and new techniques,
we mix high quality ingredients with iron-free and calcium-rich limestone water from Kentucky to create our complex yet balanced flavor profiles.
Whether at home or on the move, we invite you to experience the uncompromising spirits of art, rhythm, and jazz in a bottle.
Simply drink and play responsibly within your limits.

90-PROOF STRAIGHT
AMERICAN WHISKEY
DESCRIPTION
Harlem Standard Straight American Whiskey is a higher proof blend of light
whiskey and rye bourbon. Aged 3+ years and bottled at 90-proof, you’ll relish
the intertwined notes of honey maple and citrus. With a slow and sweet burn,
Harlem Standard Straight American Whiskey is perfect neat, on the rocks,
and in classic or uptown drinks.

MASH BILL
60% corn
36% rye
4% barley malt

AGE
3+ yrs. in used
whiskey barrels

SPECS
90-Proof
45% Alc. By Vol.

FLAVOR PROFILE
Full and floral aromas lead to a smooth sweetness of marmalade, fudge,
and fine oak.
TASTING PROFILE
Round with good body with notes of orchard fruits, both fresh and cooked,
and a touch of vanilla cream. Medium-length finish with hints of spice
and honey.
AROMA
Orchard fruits, both fresh and cooked, and a touch of vanilla cream hints
of spice and honey.

Born in Harlem, NY. Distilled in the Heartland of Indiana. Blended & Bottled in Bardstown, KY. All Harlem Standard spirits are pro-farmer and 100% vegan.
To learn more visit harlemstandard.com; follow us @HarlemStandard; or enjoy our playlist Harlem Standard on Spotify

Inspired by the Harlem Renaissance during Prohibition, we blend and bottle our own whiskey. Using old and new techniques,
we mix high quality ingredients with iron-free and calcium-rich limestone water from Kentucky to create our complex yet balanced flavor profiles.
Whether at home or on the move, we invite you to experience the uncompromising spirits of art, rhythm, and jazz in a bottle.
Simply drink and play responsibly within your limits.

111-PROOF BOURBON
STRAIGHT WHISKEY 4-GRAIN
DESCRIPTION
Harlem Standard Bourbon Straight Whiskey is our premium blend.
It uses wheated bourbon and is crafted with propriety yeast and glacier water.
The whiskey contains a mash bill of corn, wheat, rye, and barley malt. Aged
4 years in new charred American white oak barrels, this 111-proof full-bodied
whiskey will have you tasting hints of maple, brown sugar, and Allspice.
Powerful yet harmoniously integrated for a long, smooth finish, Harlem Standard
Bourbon Straight Whiskey is best served neat or in your preferred fashion.

MASH BILL
51% corn
30% wheat
15% rye
4% barley malt

AGE
4 yrs. in new
charred American
white oak barrels

SPECS
111-Proof
55.5% Alc. By Vol.

FLAVOR PROFILE
Rich, hints of butterscotch, brown butter, vanilla bean, malt, and dark
honey with a toasty oak character that’s neither spicy nor astringent.
TASTING PROFILE
Immensely powerful with malty dark cocoa, dry tobacco, toasted walnuts,
and coffee bean. Our “premium blend” is harmoniously integrated with
fine tannins for an incredibly long, smooth finish.
AROMA
Immensely powerful with malty dark cocoa, dry tobacco, toasted walnuts,
and coffee bean.

Born in Harlem, NY. Distilled in the Heartland of Indiana. Blended & Bottled in Bardstown, KY. All Harlem Standard spirits are pro-farmer and 100% vegan.
To learn more visit harlemstandard.com; follow us @HarlemStandard; or enjoy our playlist Harlem Standard on Spotify

Inspired by the Harlem Renaissance during Prohibition, we blend and bottle our own whiskey. Using old and new techniques,
we mix high quality ingredients with iron-free and calcium-rich limestone water from Kentucky to create our complex yet balanced flavor profiles.
Whether at home or on the move, we invite you to experience the uncompromising spirits of art, rhythm, and jazz in a bottle.
Simply drink and play responsibly within your limits.

101-PROOF 7-YR STRAIGHT
AMERICAN WHISKEY
DESCRIPTION
Aged for 7 years and bottled at 101 proof, Harlem Standard’s 7-Year American
Straight Whiskey stands on its own. This spirit is 95% wheat grain, rooted in
hints of vanilla and cream but seamlessly balanced by charred wood. The result
is suited for a connoisseur with a complex palate who can appreciate how the
whiskey’s power and sweetness mellowed by oaky notes and is a symmetrical,
yet variegated mosaic of flavors.

MASH BILL
95% wheat
5% barley malt

AGE
7-years in
Speyside barrels

SPECS
101-Proof
50.5% Alc. By Vol.

FLAVOR PROFILE
This whiskey has a sweet foundation that is toned and balanced by oak and
wood, allowing for a complex, though seamlessly blended, harmony of flavors.
TASTING PROFILE
Cream, vanilla, slight hints of wood forward fade to balanced sweetness.

AROMA
An extremely balanced aroma profile of creamy vanilla, fruit,
and mellow oak.

Born in Harlem, NY. Distilled in the Heartland of Indiana. Blended & Bottled in Bardstown, KY. All Harlem Standard spirits are pro-farmer and 100% vegan.
To learn more visit harlemstandard.com; follow us @HarlemStandard; or enjoy our playlist Harlem Standard on Spotify

Inspired by the Harlem Renaissance during Prohibition, we blend and bottle our own whiskey. Using old and new techniques,
we mix high quality ingredients with iron-free and calcium-rich limestone water from Kentucky to create our complex yet balanced flavor profiles.
Whether at home or on the move, we invite you to experience the uncompromising spirits of art, rhythm, and jazz in a bottle.
Simply drink and play responsibly within your limits.

93-PROOF BOURBON
STRAIGHT WHISKEY
DESCRIPTION
Harlem Standard Straight Bourbon Whiskey is a high-rye blend created
at Indiana’s historic MGP distillery and extracted from a fermented grain
mash. Aged 4+ years and charred in American white oak barrels, you’ll savor
the smoothness of mellow spice and roasted nuts. This well-rounded blend
heightened by faint fruity notes and a vanilla bean finish. This bourbon
is best served neat and sipped slowly.

MASH BILL
59% corn
6% wheat
31% rye
4% barley malt

AGE
4+ years in new
charred American
white oak barrels

SPECS
101-Proof
46.5% Alc. By Vol.

FLAVOR PROFILE
Rich layers of caramel and cream with interwoven hints of spice.
Toasty and nutty, this profile is robust, complex, and subtly sweet.
TASTING PROFILE
Creamy and caramel, vanilla, chocolate, smoke in body, roasted nuts,
and rye spice.
AROMA
Vanilla, caramel, cocoa, and sweet fruit notes add complexity.

Born in Harlem, NY. Distilled in the Heartland of Indiana. Blended & Bottled in Bardstown, KY. All Harlem Standard spirits are pro-farmer and 100% vegan.
To learn more visit harlemstandard.com; follow us @HarlemStandard; or enjoy our playlist Harlem Standard on Spotify

Inspired by the Harlem Renaissance during Prohibition, we blend and bottle our own whiskey. Using old and new techniques,
we mix high quality ingredients with iron-free and calcium-rich limestone water from Kentucky to create our complex yet balanced flavor profiles.
Whether at home or on the move, we invite you to experience the uncompromising spirits of art, rhythm, and jazz in a bottle.
Simply drink and play responsibly within your limits.

90-PROOF STRAIGHT
AMERICAN WHISKEY

101 PROOF 7-YR STRAIGHT
AMERICAN WHISKEY

93 PROOF BOURBON
STRAIGHT WHISKEY

111-PROOF BOURBON
STRAIGHT WHISKEY 4-GRAIN

DESCRIPTION: A higher proof blend
of light whiskey and rye bourbon.
AGED 3+ years.
TASTING NOTES: Full and floral aromas
lead to a smooth sweetness
of marmalade, fudge, and fine oak
AROMA: Orchard fruits, both fresh and
cooked, and a touch of vanilla cream
hints of spice and honey.

DESCRIPTION: Exclusive 12 barrels
of 95% Wheated Whiskey

DESCRIPTION: Our proprietary
4-grain blend.
AGED 4+ years.
TASTING NOTES: Creamy and caramel,
vanilla, chocolate, smoke in body,
roasted nuts, and rye spice.
AROMA: Vanilla, caramel, cocoa,
and sweet fruit notes add complexity.

DESCRIPTION: Our proprietary
4-grain blend.

AGED 7-years in Speyside barrels
TASTING NOTES: Cream, vanilla,
slight hints of wood forward fade
to balanced sweetness.
AROMA: An extremely balanced
aroma profile of creamy vanilla,
fruit, and mellow oak.

AGED 4 years.
TASTING NOTES: Butterscotch, brown
butter, vanilla bean, malt, and dark
honey with a toasty oak character
AROMA: Immensely powerful with
malty dark cocoa, dry tobacco,
toasted walnuts, and coffee bean.

Born in Harlem, NY. Distilled in the Heartland of Indiana. Blended & Bottled in Bardstown, KY. All Harlem Standard spirits are pro-farmer and 100% vegan.
To learn more visit harlemstandard.com; follow us @HarlemStandard; or enjoy our playlist Harlem Standard on Spotify

90-PROOF STRAIGHT
AMERICAN WHISKEY

DESCRIPTION: A higher proof blend
of light whiskey and rye bourbon.
AGED 3+ years.
TASTING NOTES: Full and floral aromas
lead to a smooth sweetness
of marmalade, fudge, and fine oak
AROMA: Orchard fruits, both fresh and
cooked, and a touch of vanilla cream
hints of spice and honey.

101 PROOF 7-YR STRAIGHT
AMERICAN WHISKEY
DESCRIPTION: Exclusive 12 barrels
of 95% Wheated Whiskey
AGED 7-years in Speyside barrels
TASTING NOTES: Cream, vanilla,
slight hints of wood forward fade
to balanced sweetness.
AROMA: An extremely balanced
aroma profile of creamy vanilla,
fruit, and mellow oak.

93 PROOF BOURBON
STRAIGHT WHISKEY

111-PROOF BOURBON
STRAIGHT WHISKEY 4-GRAIN

DESCRIPTION: Our proprietary
4-grain blend.
AGED 4+ years.
TASTING NOTES: Creamy and caramel,
vanilla, chocolate, smoke in body,
roasted nuts, and rye spice.
AROMA: Vanilla, caramel, cocoa,
and sweet fruit notes add complexity.

DESCRIPTION: Our proprietary
4-grain blend.

AGED 4 years.
TASTING NOTES: Butterscotch, brown
butter, vanilla bean, malt, and dark
honey with a toasty oak character
AROMA: Immensely powerful with
malty dark cocoa, dry tobacco,
toasted walnuts, and coffee bean.

MASH BILL
60% corn, 36% rye
4% barley malt

MASH BILL
95% wheat
5% barley malt

MASH BILL
59% corn, 6% wheat,
31% rye, 4% barley malt

MASH BILL
51% corn, 30% wheat, 15% rye, 4%
barley malt

ABV: 90-Proof 45% Alc. By Vol.

ABV: 101-Proof 50.5% Alc. By Vol.

ABV: 101-Proof 46.5% Alc. By Vol.

ABV: 111-Proof 55.5% Alc. By Vol.

CASE
SKU
UPC

CASE
SKU
UPC

CASE
SKU
UPC

CASE
SKU
UPC

6 X 750 ML
BHS1000
10860000571408

BOTTLE 1 X 750 ML
UPC
860000571401

6 X 750 ML
BHS7415
1086000571439

BOTTLE 1 X 750 ML
UPC
860000571432

6 X 750 ML
BHS7412
1086000571446

BOTTLE 1 X 750 ML
UPC
860000571449
CASE
SKU
UPC

6 X 750 ML
BHS1200
10860000571484

BOTTLE 1 X 750 ML
UPC
860000571418

12 X 200 ML
BHS7413
10860000571477

BOTTLE 1 X 200 ML
860000571470
UPC
750 ML BOX DIMENSIONS
Length		
9.0” (22.86 cm)
Height		
9.625” (24.4475 cm)
Depth		
7.75” (19.685 cm)
Weight		
17.0 lbs (7.71 Kg)
PALLET SHIPMENT
Cases Per Pallet 104 Cases
4 Layers Tall
26 Cases Per Layer
Dimensions		
48” x 48” (122 cm x 122 cm)
Weight		
3565.0 lbs (1617 Kg)

200 ML BOX DIMENSIONS
Length		
9.6875” in (24.60 cm)
Height		
8.0” in (20.32 cm)
Depth		
6.125” in (15.55 cm)
Weight		
15.0 lbs (6.8 Kg)
BOX MATERIAL
Recyclable Cardboard
Natural Color
Non-Bleached Fibers

PALLET SHIPMENT
Cases Per Pallet 100 Cases
4 Layers Tall
25 Cases Per Layer
Dimensions 		
48” x 48” (122 cm x 122 cm)
Weight		
1550.0 lbs (703 Kg)

BOX MATERIAL
Recyclable Cardboard
Natural Color
Non-Bleached Fibers

Born in Harlem, NY. Distilled in the Heartland of Indiana. Blended & Bottled in Bardstown, KY. All Harlem Standard spirits are pro-farmer and 100% vegan.
To learn more visit harlemstandard.com; follow us @HarlemStandard; or enjoy our playlist Harlem Standard on Spotify

